Mary College at ASU Course Offerings, Fall 2020
Through Mary College at ASU, ASU students can take courses in Catholic Studies to fulfill general studies
requirements—and even major or minor—all in the newly-renovated Old St. Mary’s Church on the corner of
College and University. In addition to courses that fulfill humanities (HU) and historical awareness (H) requirements
at ASU, we offer 1-credit tutorial courses in which students of different backgrounds and majors meet once each
week to explore questions of Catholic culture and thought.
CTH 101 The Great Catholic Adventure
T Th // 4:15pm-5:45pm
REL Department Elective // Humanities (HU) Core Area // Historical Awareness (H)
Enter into the interdisciplinary study of Catholic thought and culture, investigating across multiple
disciplines the interplay of the Church and culture throughout the ages.
CTH 301 Catholic Imagination
W // 7:00pm-10:00pm
Humanities (HU) Core, upper-level
Investigate the theological, aesthetic, and culture significance of Catholicism’s sacramental vision of
the world and the human person, with particular attention given to the nature of the imagination
and how it is manifested in art, literature, and architecture.

CTH 330 Catholicism and the Modern World
T Th // 8:30am-10:00am
upper-level REL Dept. Elective // Humanities (HU) Core, upper-level // Historical Awareness (H)
Consider the challenges and possibilities that arise from the encounter between Catholicism and the
modern world as expressed in ideas, cultures, and events in relation to the historical developments
beginning with the Enlightenment and French Revolution.
CTH 150 Catholic Studies Tutorial 1
T // 10:30am-11:30am
lower-level elective credit
Encounter the Catholic understanding of the complementarity of faith and reason and the unity of
knowledge.
CTH 250 Catholic Studies Tutorial 2
W // 6:00pm-7:00pm
lower-level elective credit
Explore the question of integrating faith and life, and consider the implications for such integration
in culture.
CTH 350 Catholic Studies Tutorial 3
M // 3:00pm-4:00pm
upper-level elective credit
Investigate how the idea of vocation has been approached and understood in the Catholic tradition,
and how this impacts the question of leadership.
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